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Lecture 7: Highlights 
•Cryptography: Secure communication over 
insecure communication lines. 

•The discrete logarithm problem. 
•One-way functions. 
•Diffie-Hellman scheme for secret key exchange. 

•greatest common divisor, and Euclid's algorithm. 
•Using gcd statistics to approximate 6/π2 ≈ 
0.6079271 and π 
•Searching in lists - introduction  
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Lecture 8: Plan 

•  Searching in unordered lists and in ordered 
lists. 
•  Sequential search vs. binary search. 
•  The sorted() function for sorting lists. 
•  Introduction of a lambda expression: 
•  Classes and methods (a very gentle intro to 
object oriented programming). 
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Search 
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Search 
Search has always been a central computational task.  In early 
days, search supposedly took one quarter of all computing time. 
The emergence and the popularization of the world wide web 
has literally created a universe of data, and with it the need to 
pinpoint information in this universe. 
Various search engines have emerged, to cope with this 
challenge. They constantly collect data on the web, organize it, 
index it, and store it in sophisticated data structures that support 
efficient (fast) access, resilience to failures, frequent updates, 
including deletions, etc., etc. 
In this class we will deal with two much simpler data structures 
that support search: 
•   unordered list 
•   ordered list 
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Representing Items in a List 
We are about to study search. Assume our data is arranged in a 
list. Recall that in Python, a list with n elements is simply a 
mapping from the set of indices, {0, … , n-1}, to a set of items. 
In our context, we assume that items are records having a fixed 
number of information fields. For example, our Student items will 
include two fields each: name, identity number. 
We will arrange each item as a list with two entries 
(corresponding to the example above). 
We note that this is cumbersome and will not scale up easily. How 
would one remember that entry 19 corresponds to weight, and 
entry 17 corresponds to height? 
Indeed, we will shortly introduce classes and object oriented 
programming for a slicker representation of such records. 
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Representing Students' Records 
 in a List 

The following list was generated manually from the 109 strong 
list of students in a previous year class. To protect their 
privacy, only first names are given (hopefully spelled 
correctly), and their id numbers were generated at random. 
(Bear this in mind when you apply to get your new biometric 
ID card.) 
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Representing Students' Record 
  in a List (cont) 

import random 
names =["Or","Yana","Amir","Roee","Noa","Gal","Barak", 
              "Rina","Tal","Lielle","Shady","Yuval"] 
students_list =[[ name , random.randint (2*10**7 ,6*10**7)] \ 
           for name in names ]     # leading digits are 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 
>>> print (students_list ) 
[[ 'Or', 28534293] , ['Yana', 45929500] , ['Amir', 37076235] , 
['Roee', 55421212] , ['Noa', 46931670] , ['Gal', 55522009] , 
['Barak', 22162470] , ['Rina', 25310060] , ['Tal', 23374569] , 
['Lielle', 26549109] , ['Shady', 34859880] , ['Yuval', 28714343]] 
>>> len ( students_list ) 
12 
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Searching the List 
We are now interested in searching the list. For example, we 
want to know if a student called Yuval is in the list, and if so, 
what is his/her ID number. In this example, the student's name 
we look for is viewed as the key, and the associated ID is the 
value we are interested in. 
With such an unordered list, we have no choice but to search 
for items sequentially, one by one, in some order. For example, 
by going over the list from the first entry, students_list[0], to 
the last entry, students_list[11]. 
What is the best case running time of sequential search? 
Worst case running time? 
 
Food for thought:  Would it be better to sample items at 
random? (think of best, worst, and average cases). 
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Sequential Searching: Code 
 
def sequential_search (key , lst ): 
     """ sequential search from lst [0] till last lst element 
     lst need not be sorted for sequential search to work """ 
     for elem in lst : 
          if elem [0]== key : 
                return elem 
     # we get here when the key is not in the list 
     print (key , " not found ") 
     return None 
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Searching backwards : Code 
def sequential_search_back (key , lst ): 
     """ sequential search from last lst element to first element 
     lst need not be sorted for sequential search to work """ 
     for elem in lst [:: -1]:   # goes over elements in reversed lst 
          if elem [0]== key : 
               return elem 
     # we get here when the key is not in the list 
     print (key , "not found") 
     return None 
 
Is this list reversing a good idea? Think what will happen to the 
worst and best case inputs. If not, how would you fix this? 
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Searching the Short List 
>>> sequential_search ("Or", students_list ) 
['Or ', 28534293] 
>>> sequential_search ("Benny", students_list ) 
Benny not found 
>>> sequential_search_back ("Shady", students_list ) 
['Shady ', 34859880] 
>>> sequential_search ("Shady", students_list ) 
['Shady ', 34859880] 
>>> sequential_search_back (8, students_list ) 
8 not found 
 
Question: What keys cause worst case running time for both 
forward and backward sequential searches? 
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Sequential Search: Time Analysis 

Any sequential search in an unordered list goes over 
it, item by item. If the list is of length n, sequential 
search will take n steps in the worst case (when the 
item is not found because it is missing). 
For our exclusive (thus short) list of students, O(n) 
time complexity is not a problem. But if n is very 
large, such a search will take very long. 
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Search in Unordered vs. Ordered Lists 

Hands on experience: Searching for a word in a book vs. 
searching for it in a dictionary. 
(We mean a real world, hard copy, dictionary, not Python's 
dict, which we soon will get familiar with!) 
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Sequential vs. Binary Search 
For unordered lists of length n, in the worst case, a search 
operation compares the key to all list items, namely n 
comparisons. 
On the other hand, if the n element list is sorted, search can be 
performed much faster. We first compare input key to the key of 
the list's middle element, an element whose index is  
•  If the input key equals the middle element's key, we return 
the  middle element and terminate. 
•  If the input key is greater than the middle element's key, we 
can restrict our search to the top half of the list (indices from 
                       to n-1 
•  If the input key is smaller than the middle element's key, we 
can restrict our search to the bottom half of the list (indices 
from 0 to 
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Time Analysis of Binary Search 
At each stage, we either terminate or cut the size of the 
remaining list by half. Hence the name binary search. 
• We start with an ordered list of length n. 
• If n = 1, we compare the only item in the list to the key, and 
terminate. 
• If n > 1, we either terminate in one step (if the key is found), 
or continue to look for the key in a list of length  
• In each iteration we perform one comparison, and cut the 
length by one half, till the length reaches n = 1. 
• The number of times we can halve n till we reach 1 is                                              
 

• So the time complexity of binary search is O(log2 n). For large 
n, it is much faster than the O(n) time of sequential search. 
• Binary search requires preprocessing: The list must be sorted. 
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Binary Search: Python Code 
 def binary_search (key , lst ): 
     """ iterative binary search. lst must be sorted """ 
     n= len ( lst ) 
     lower =0 
     upper =n -1 
     outcome = None               # default value 
     while lower <= upper : 
           middle =( upper + lower )//2 
          if key == lst [ middle ][0]:                 # item found 
               outcome =lst [ middle ] 
               break                          # gets out of the loop if key was found 
          elif key < lst [ middle ][0]:               # item cannot be in top half 
               upper =middle -1 
          else :                                            # item cannot be in bottom half 
               lower = middle +1 
     if not outcome :                    # holds when the key is not in the list 
          print (key , "not found") 
     return outcome 17 



Binary Search: Preprocessing 
As a sanity check, we first run the code on the small students list 
of length 12, used above to test the sequential search code. 
>>> print ( students_list ) 
[[ 'Or', 28534293] , ['Yana', 45929500] , ['Amir', 37076235] , 
['Roee', 55421212] , ['Noa', 46931670] , ['Gal', 55522009] , 
['Barak', 22162470] , ['Rina', 25310060] , ['Tal', 23374569] , 
['Lielle', 26549109] , ['Shady', 34859880] , ['Yuval', 28714343]] 
 
To apply binary search, we better sort the list first. We want to 
sort the items by their names. We employ a built-in sorting 
function, sorted, and tell it to use the name as the key, employing 
a lambda expression: key = lambda elem : elem[0]. 
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Binary Search: Preprocessing, cont. 
>>> sorted_list = sorted students_list  key = lambda elem : elem [0]) 
# sorting students_list by the names 
[[ 'Amir', 37076235] , ['Barak', 22162470] , ['Gal', 55522009] , 
['Lielle', 26549109] , ['Noa', 46931670] , ['Or', 28534293] , 
['Rina', 25310060] , ['Roee', 55421212] , ['Shady', 34859880] , 
['Tal', 23374569] , ['Yana', 45929500] , ['Yuval', 28714343]] 
 
(Lambda expressions will be discussed later in the course, and we 
will then explain how this works) 
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Binary Search: Running the Code 
>>> binary_search ("Or",srt ) 
['Or ', 28534293] 
>>> binary_search ("Shady",srt ) 
['Shady ', 34859880] 
>>> binary_search ("Benny",srt ) 
Benny not found 
What happens if we run binary search on an unsorted list? 
>>> binary_search ("Or", students_list ) 
Or not found 
This should not come as a surprise. 
The running time of sequential and binary search for short lists 
(e.g. of length 12, namely 1 + log2(12) = 4 vs. 12) are not easy to 
tell apart. 
The Difference is distinguishable when considering longer lists, 
e.g. of length n = 106 = 1, 000, 000. 
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Sequential and Binary Search:  
Timing the Code on Long Lists 

We could have based our list on the leaked Israeli population 
registry. However, to avoid potential legal troubles, the names 
and identity numbers were generated completely at random 
(details later). 
>>> large_stud_list = students (10**6) 
>>> large_stud_list [5*10**5+3] 
['Rlne Qmgedu', 39925262] 
 
For the binary search, we sort the list 
>>> large_sorted_list = sorted ( large_stud_list , 
                                           key = lambda elem : elem [0]) 
>>> large_sorted_list [5*10**5+3] 
['Naq Tbsc', 58042807] 
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Sequential Search:  
Timing the Code on Long Lists 

>>> sequential_search ('Rlne Qmgedu', large_stud_list ) 
['Rlne Qmgedu ', 39925262] 
>>> elapsed ("sequential_search('Rlne Qmgedu', 
                             large_stud_list )", number =1000) 
44.626914 
>>> sequential_search ('Rajiv Gandhi', large_stud_list ) 
>>> elapsed (" sequential_search ('Rajiv Gandhi', 
              large_stud_list )", number =1000) 
91.31152699999998 
So, one thousand sequential searches in a 1, 000, 000 long list 
for an existing key (located around the middle of the list) took 
about 45 seconds, while a non-existing key took about 91 
seconds. 
Note: print(key, "not found") was disabled. (Why?). 
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Binary Search:  
Timing the Code on Long Lists 

>>> binary_search ("Naq Tbsc", large_sorted_list ) 
['Naq Tbsc', 58042807] 
>>> binary_search ("Rajiv Gandhi", large_sorted_list ) 
Rajiv Gandhi not found 
>>> elapsed (" binary_search ('Naq Tbsc', large_stud_list )", 
number =1000) 
0.03165199999997981 
>>> elapsed (" binary_search ('Rajiv Gandhi', large_stud_list )", 
number =1000) 
0.030768999999992275 
So, one thousand binary searches in a 1, 000, 000 long list for 
both an existing and a non-existing item took about 0.03 seconds. 
This is 1,410 times faster than sequential search. 
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Binary Search: A High Level View 
Binary search is widely applicable (not only for searching a list). In 
general, when we look for an item in a huge space, and that space is 
structured so we could tell if the item is 
1. right at the middle, 
2. in the top half of the space, 
3. or in the lower half of the space. 
In case (1), we solve the search problem in the current step. In cases 
(2) and (3), we deal with a search problem in a space of half the size. 
 
In general, this process will thus converge in a number of steps 
which is log2 of the size of the initial search space. This makes a 
huge difference. Compare the performance of binary search to that 
of going sequentially over the original space, item by item. 
 
Sometimes this algorithmic idea is call “A lion in the desert”. 
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And Now to Something Completely Different:  
OOP 
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The sea was wet as wet could be, 
The sands were dry as dry. 
You could not see a cloud, because 
No cloud was in the sky: 
No birds were flying overhead - 
There were no birds to fly. 
The Walrus and the Carpenter 
Were walking close at hand; 
They wept like anything to see 
Such quantities of sand: 
"If this were only cleared away," 
They said, "it would be grand!" 

Through the Looking-Glass 
and What Alice Found There: 
Lewis Carroll, 1871. 
 



Object Oriented Programming (OOP) 

OOP is a major theme in programming language design, 
starting with Simula, a language for discrete simulation,  in the 
1960s. Then Smalltalk  in the late 1970s (out of the legendary 
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, or PARC, where many other 
ideas used in today's computer environment were invented). 
Other ``OOP languages'' include  Eiffel, C++, Java, C#, and 
Scala.  
Entities in programs are modeled as objects. They represent 
encapsulations that have their own attributes (also called 
fields), that represent their state, and functions, or operations 
that can be performed on them, termed methods. Creation 
and manipulation of objects is done via their methods. 
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Object Oriented Programming (OOP), 
cont. 

The object oriented approach enables modular 
design. It facilitates software development by 
different teams, where each team works on its own 
object, and communication among objects is carried 
out by well defined methods' interfaces.  
Python supports object oriented style programming 
(maybe not up to the standards of OOP purists). 
We'll describe some facets, mostly via concrete 
examples. A more systematic study of OOP will be 
presented in Tochna 1, using Java. 
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Classes and Objects 
We already saw that classes represent data types. In 
addition to the classes/types that are provided by 
python, programmers can write their own classes. 
A class is a template to generate objects. The class is 
a part of the program text. An object is generated as 
an instance of a class. 
As we indicated, a class includes data attributes 
(fields) to store the information about the object, 
and methods to operate on them. 
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Line Class in Python 
Line is an simple example of a class.  
An object of the class Line has to represent a line in 2D plane. 
A line includes the points (x,y) that satisfy y = ax + b, for some 
a and b. So we can represent the line by the slope a and offset 
b. These will be the fields of the class line. So each line object 
will have its own values of slope and offset.  
When a line is generated, we need to initialize it. We can 
choose different ways to do it. Here we decided that the 
programmer will supply two points in the 2D plane:  (x1,y1) 
and  (x2,y2).  So when the line object is generated, we will 
have to compute and store the slope and the offset. The 
method that is used to create and initialize an object has a 
special name, __init__ .  
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class Line : 
     """ Stores a line in the 2D plane . Line is defined 
     by two points (x1 ,y1) and (x2 ,y2 ). It is represented 
     by a,b where y=a*x + b is the line equation , or by x=c 
     in case the line is parallel to the y axis ""“ 
     def __init__ (self , x1 ,y1 ,x2 ,y2 ): 
          assert type (x1 )== float and type (y1 )== float and \ 
               type (x2 )== float and type (y2 )== float and \ 
               (x1 != x2 or y1 != y2) 
          point1 =(x1 ,y1)        # point1 is local to the method 
          point2 =(x2 ,y2) 
          if x1 != x2: 
               self . slope =(y2 -y1 )/(x2 -x1)   # assigns to field slope 
               self . offset = y1 -x1 *(y2 -y1 )/(x2 -x1) 
          else : 
               self . slope =" infty " 
               self . offset =x1 
      30 



Line Class, Additional Methods 
assert evaluates its boolean argument and aborts if false. 
 __repr__ is another special method of the class (starts and 
ends with two _ symbols). It is used to describe how it is 
represented (when printing such an object). 
Special methods have specific roles in any class in which they 
appear. We will see how they are called.  
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     def __repr__ (self ): 
          if self.slope ==" infty ": 
               return "x="+ str ( self.offset ) 
          else : 
               return "y="+ str ( self.slope )+"*x"+"+"+ str ( self.offset ) 



Line Class, Additional Methods (cont) 
__eq__ is a special method that determines when two lines 
are equal.  is_parallel  is a (non special) method that 
determines if two lines are parallel. 
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     def __eq__ (self , other ): 
          assert isinstance (other , Line ) 
          return self . slope == other . slope \ 
                       and self . offset == other . offset 
 
     def is_parallel (self , other ): 
          assert isinstance (other , Line ) 
          return self . slope == other . slope 



Note on fields and parameters 
The first parameter of every method represents the current 
object (an object of the class which includes the method). By  
convention, we use the name self for this parameter.  
So the variable self.slope is the field names slope in the 
(current) object.  Unlike other languages (eg. Java), we do not 
explicitly declare the names of the fields of the class we are 
defining. They exist because they are mentioned – initialized in 
the __init__ method. Note that point1 and point2 are not 
fields. other.slope is the slope of the object pointed to by other. 
We have seen that we call a function by its full name, including 
the name of the module (class) that includes it, for example 
Line.is_parallel. But we can also use the OO notation, which 
moves the first actual parameter (for self) to the position 
before the name of the method.  
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Line Class, Example Executions 
>>> a= Line (1. ,1. ,2. ,2.)     #   allocate, then call Line.__init__  
>>> a                              # Line.__repr(a)  same as  a.__repr__( ) 
y= 1.0*x + 0.0 
>>> b= Line (2. ,2. ,5. ,5.) 
>>> a. slope             # accessing the field slope of the object 
1.0                             # that a points to 
>>> a. offset 
0.0 
>>> b. slope 
1.0 
>>> b. offset 
0.0 
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Line Class, Example Executions (cont.) 
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>>> a==b        # __eq__ is called , same as a.__eq__(b) 
True 
>>> a.is_parallel(b)  #   same as Line.is_parallel (a,b)     
True 
>>> c= Line (2. ,3. ,5. ,6.) 
>>> c. slope 
1.0 
>>> c. offset 
1.0 
>>> a==c 
False 
>>> Line . is_parallel (a,c) 
True 



Further executions of Line 
>>> a= Line (1. ,1. ,2. ,2.) 
>>> a 
y= 1.0*x + 0.0 
>>> a.slope 
1.0 
>>> a.slope=2     # do we want to allow this? 
>>> a 
y= 2*x + 0.0     # the line has changed 
 
What if do not want to allow changes in the slope 
and offset of the line after it was created 
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Information hiding 
One of the principles of OOP is information hiding: The 
designer of a class should be able to decide what 
information is known outside the class, and what is 
not. In most OOP languages this is achieved by 
declaring fields and methods as either public or 
private. 
In python, a field whose name starts with two _ 
symbols, will be private.  It will be known inside the 
class, but not outside.  
A private field cannot be written (assigned) outside the 
class, and its value cannot be read (inspected), because 
its name is not known. 
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A modified Line class 
Suppose we change the names of slope and offset to __slope 
and __offset, respectively, thoughout the class. Then we will 
get: 
>>> a= Line (1. ,1. ,2. ,2.) 
>>> a 
y= 1.0*x + 0.0 
>>> a.__slope 
Traceback (most recent call last): 
  File "<pyshell#55>", line 1, in <module> 
    a.__slope 
AttributeError: 'Line' object has no attribute '__slope‘ 
 
We wanted to block the ability to change the fields, but now 
their values are also hidden. 
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Private fields 
If we want to let client code (code outside the class, 
that uses it) read the value of a private field, we need 
to write a method that will return the value. This is 
called a getter. 
We can also write a method that assigns a value to 
the field (called a setter). Instead, we can write a 
method that changes the state of the object in some 
structured way (can change one or more fields, but 
only in very specific way). 
Many OOP programmers choose to make all the fields 
of a class private, and provide methods for the 
desired operations. 
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Modified class Line 
class Line1: 
       # same as Line, except change field name slope to   __slope, 
       # and offset to  __offset, and add the following two methods 

 def slope(self): 
        return self.__slope 
 def offset(self): 
        return self.__offset 
Now run it 
>>> a= Line 1(1. ,1. ,2. ,2.) 
>>> a.slope() 
1.0 
>>> a.slope 
<bound method Line1.slope of y= 1.0*x + 0.0> 
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  Modified class Line (cont.) 
>>> a.__slope 
Traceback (most recent call last): 
  File "<pyshell#68>", line 1, in <module> 
    a.__slope 
AttributeError: 'Line' object has no attribute '__slope‘ 
>>> a.slope=2        # but we can replace the method!! 
>>> a.slope() 
Traceback (most recent call last): 
  File "<pyshell#70>", line 1, in <module> 
    a.slope() 
TypeError: 'int' object is not callable 
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Designing classes in OOP 
The recommended way to design a class is to first decide what 
operations (methods) the class should support. This would be 
the API (or contract) between the class designer and the 
clients. 
We often distinguish between: 
•   Queries – return a value, do not change the state 
•   Commands – change the state, do not return a value 
•   Constructors – create the object and initialize it 
Then decide how to represent the state of objects (which 
fields), and make the fields private. 
Then implement (write code for) the methods. 
This way we can later change the representation (eg. Change 
from Cartesian to Polar representation of points), while the 
client code is unchanged.  
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OOP and python 
Python provides the basic ingredients for OOP, including 
inheritance (that we will not discuss).  
However, we do not have the full safety that strict OOP 
languages have (as seen in the example). “Private” fields are 
accessible with mangled names, a client may add a field to an 
object, etc. In short, there is no way to enforce data hiding in 
python, its all based on convention. 
 The language puts more emphasis on flexibility. 
In this course we will usually use public fields and public 
methods to simplify the code, rather than adhere to OOP. This 
is the common style in python.  
The course Software 1 (in Java) places OOP at the center.  
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Student Class in Python 
class Student : 
     def __init__ ( self ): 
          self . name = generate_name () 
          self .id = random . randint (2*10**7 ,6*10**7) 
 
     def __repr__ ( self ): 
          return "<" + self.name + ", " + str(self.id) + ">" 
 
     def __lt__ (self , other ): 
          return self . name < other . name 
 
     def is_given_name (self , word ): 
          return self . name . startswith ( word +" ") 
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 Student Class in Python (cont) 
 
The Student class has two fields:  name, and  id. These fields 
can be accessed directly, and values can be assigned to them 
directly. 
 __init__, __repr__, __lt__, is_given_name are  methods of 
this class. As can be guessed from the names of the first two, 
they are used for initializing  an object in this class, describe 
how it is represented (when printing such an object). 
The third method, __lt__ , describes how comparison (<, less 
than) of two such objects is determined. This enables us to 
sort lists containing objects of this class, for example. 
The fourth method, is given name, checks if the name field 
starts with the argument in word, followed by a blank. 
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Student Class in Python: Example 
>>> students_list 
[<Or , 39316939 > , <Yana , 52061841 > , <Amir , 49419212 > , 
<Roee , 40604275 > , <Noa , 24908823 > , <Gal , 56592426 > , 
<Barak , 29548638 > , <Rina , 52552066 > , <Tal , 57995311 > , 
<Lielle , 43513357 > , <Shady , 46042015 > , <Yuval , 32125900 > , 
<Walt Disney , 27907836 >] 
>>> len ( students_list ) 
13 
>>> students_list [0]. is_given_name ("Yuval") 
False 
>>> students_list [11]. is_given_name ("Yuval") 
False 
>>> students_list [12]. is_given_name ("Walt") 
True 
 
In case you did not notice, Walt Disney has joined our class (no. 107, 
and hopefully the last one to join). There are some plausible reasons 
why you never saw him present. The most reliable one, IMHO, is 
that he stays home and watches the video footage on YouTube. 
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Generating Names At Random:  
Python Code 

alphabet = ' abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ‘ 
def generate_name (): 
     """ generate a random first ( given ) name with 3-6 letters , 
           space , and a random family name with 4-8 letters ""“ 
     first = random . sample ( alphabet ,random . randint (3 ,6)) 
     family = random . sample ( alphabet ,random . randint (4 ,8)) 
     name = str . join ("", first ) + " " + str . join ("", family ) 
     return str . title ( name ) 
 
Note: 
random.randint (k,m) returns a random integer n,  k≤ n ≤ m 
random.sample(str,m) returns a list of length m whose elements 
are characters chosen at random from the string str 
str.join(st,lst) concatenates the (string) elements of lst, and places 
between each two the string st. 
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Generating Names At Random:  
Python Code (cont) 

>>> random . sample ( alphabet ,random . randint (3 ,6)) 
['h', 'o', 'n', 'x', 'g', 's'] 
>>> random . sample ( alphabet ,random . randint (3 ,6)) 
['f', 'h', 'd', 'j'] 
>>> for i in range (5): 
       generate_name () 
'Oudwab Ngyzb ' 
'Slhbm Jnypu ' 
'Sxufj Drhbs ' 
'Cjdrhm Wqhxve ' 
'Snoc Lvcso ' 
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Tinkering with the Student Class 
def students (n): 
     return [ Student () for i in range (n)] 
         # for each element, Student() generates a student 
         # object and puts a reference to it in the list. 
 
>>> names =["Or","Yana ","Amir","Roee","Noa","Gal","Barak", 
          "Rina","Tal","Lielle","Shady","Yuval", "Walt Disney"] 
>>> students_list = students (13) 
>>>for i in range (13): 
     students_list [i]. name = names [i] 
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Tinkering with the Student Class (cont) 
>>>for i in range (13): 
          print ( students_list [i]) 
<Or , 39316939 > 
<Yana , 52061841 > 
<Amir , 49419212 > 
<Roee , 40604275 > 
<Noa , 24908823 > 
<Gal , 56592426 > 
<Barak , 29548638 > 
<Rina , 52552066 > 
<Tal , 57995311 > 
<Lielle , 43513357 > 
<Shady , 46042015 > 
<Yuval , 32125900 > 
<Walt Disney , 27907836 > 
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Testing Equality for the Student Class 
>>> students_list [11]== students_list [12] 
False                     # why should one expect equality ? 
>>> students_list [11]. name = students_list [12]. name 
>>> students_list [11]. id= students_list [12]. id 
>>> students_list [11]. name == students_list [12]. name 
True 
>>> students_list [11]. id == students_list [12]. id 
True 
>>> students_list [11]== students_list [12] 
False                        # well , this IS unexpected 
 
We conclude that equality of the two different fields does not imply 
equality of the corresponding Student objects. 
 
We can, however, define equality explicitly, by defining a method 
__eq__ as was done in the class Line. It will be called each time we 
test equality (==) of two Student objects. 
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Defining and Retesting Equality for the 
Student Class 

class Student : 
     def __init__ ( self ):                         #  as before, body omitted  
     def __repr__ ( self ):                       #  as before, body omitted 
     def __lt__ (self , other ):                #  as before, body omitted 
     def is_given_name (self , word ): #  as before, body omitted  
     def __eq__ (self , other ): 
          return self . name == other . name \ 
                       and self .id == other .id 
>>> students_list [11]. name = students_list [12]. name 
>>> students_list [11]. id= students_list [12]. id 
>>> students_list [11]== students_list [12] 
True                             # desired effect 
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